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In hotly anticipations, iPhone 4S finally sold on October. Using dual core processor chip and also 8
mega pixels digicam, the new iPhone 4S features equivalent hardware construction together with
most leading double core Smartphone on the market. Even though computer hardware
configurations usually are similar, most of these top intelligent telephones still are generally unique
in terms of distinct supplier employs together with different design and optimization. Underneath that
circumstance, performances will be can vary a lot.

In this article we can complete a contrast among iPhone 4S, Samsung I9100 and also HTC
Sensation. Mainly regards to appearance, screen consequence along with video playback.

Appearance:

iPhone 4S enhance in many components aspects, despite this display screen however capabilities
using classical 3. 5-inch as its ex - generation. Between three products, the rear of iPhone 4S is
usually additional pleasing than Sensation and I9100. iPhone 4S continue to simply features one
Home button, Samsung I9100 has Home option and also invisible touch option, HTC Sensation got
four frequently-used touch switches. Most a few models are as very simple as they could. The top
models are generally comparable, 3. 5mm earphone plot plus strength key. Microphones are in the
end also. Most three gadgets are generally assist 8 mega pixels digicam and also LED lights.

Screen Effect

The components regarding screens of the three product are actually IPS, Super AMOLED and S-
LCD. The graphic angle of iPhone 4S is best. The effect of Samsung I9100 is much better as
opposed to HTC Sensation. Verify these photos, in brighter place, picture taken with iPhone 4S will
be overexposed, Samsung I9100 and also HTC Sensation works better.

HD Video Playback

High definition video playback capacity is significant to judge the processing capacity of a product.
Letâ€™s come up with a comparability concerning play 1080p video.

As to the built-in media player in iPhone 4S constrain in video formats, some formats usually are not
supported, consequently we tested together with 3 rd program AcePlayer. The formatting of the test
video clip is usually MOV together with about three resolutions: 480p, 720p plus 1080p.

All three appliance are generally works wonderful perhaps playing 1080p hi-def video tutorials.
iPhone 4S, Samsung I9100 plus HTC Sensation are all capable to play these fluently. Towards the
concern regarding help video format, take a look at video clip converter, you possibly can convert
unsupported video to agreeable formats, for instance convert MKV to iPhone
4Sï¼ˆhttp://www.mkvconvertersoft.com/convert-mkv-to-dvd-with-subtitles-on-mac-2/ï¼‰.
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